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July 2009
Hope things are well at your house. I am so enjoying the Summer. I’m looking forward
to begin making some shop samples. Have lots of ideas, but nothing set in stone yet.
You’ll have to visit from time-to-time to see what is coming up.
Will be making some kits to satisfy the desire of several who wonder why there’re no
kits at Threads ‘N Treasures. I hope you like what I’ve chosen to do. If I miss
something, please let me know what I need to add.
Charm and Layer Cake collections are next on my to do list.
Classes – Most samples are in the shop. If you sign up, we can schedule a time
suitable to your individual schedule.


Use a border print to make a table runner (not the 60 degree angle thing).



Thread tracing. Create a beautiful piece using an icon.



Beginning quilting. Learn start to finish – how to make a quilt.



Fabulous Fractures from the book Fabulous Fractures.

Need a quick gift? Salvage a silk tie that may have belonged to dad, grandpa, uncle,
etc. and make a cute little necktie purse.
Halloween isn’t far off. Make a cute fall project to celebrate the jack-o-lantern and
the fun of Halloween. Fabric coming in.
New Christmas fabric is in and still coming Getting a wonderful panel and will get that
sample together soon. Will do a kit for your sewing pleasure.

Any interest in a beginning quilters class utilizing a twenty five lesson block of the

month? When you finish this class, you will be an expert quiltmaker. Some of the 25
lessons may be combined to shorten the number of times you would be in class. May
do 2 steps a month so you can finish in a year.
Anyone want to learn how to do a theme-related attic window like the one in the
shop? New theme fabric is here.
Paper doll fabric coming in again.
A new trunk show and book came in and is on display in the shop.
Kona Bay. Asian Prints. Twelve Art Treasures collections are arriving monthly.
Lots of tote/bag patterns coming. Check them out.
Please have a good Summer. I hope to see you at the Quilter’s Garage Sale. Spots
available, if you sign up today.
My best to all.
Kay Atkins
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